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2022 Little League Supplemental Rules 

SECTION I: General 

1. PURPOSE: These rules are intended to supplement, or extend the contents of the current Regulations and Playing Rules 

published by Little League Baseball, Inc., Williamsport, PA. Unless otherwise stated, ALL Little Leagues will follow the 2022 

Little League Softball rules. 

2. Each league agrees to these age divisions: Minors league age 7-9, Majors league age 10-12, Juniors league age 12-14 

3. NO league may play a league age 11+ in Minors 

4. NO league may play a league age 13+ in Majors 

5. NO league may play a league age 15+ in Juniors 

6. League age is based on birth date/age prior to Dec. 31, 2021. 

7. Each league agrees to abide by these rules and to distribute them to each coach, board member and official involved in 

softball. 

SECTION II: Local Responsibilities 

1. Scorekeeper: 

a. The home team shall provide the official game scorekeeper. 

b. The visiting team scorekeeper should verify the score following each inning with the official scorekeeper and any 

discrepancies must be rectified before the game continues. 

c. The Umpire, all coaches from both teams, and home team scorekeeper are all notified and in agreement of official game 

time start. 

2. Umpires 

a. Minors Division: The home team Little League Board is responsible for scheduling one umpire for all games.  

c. Majors:  The home team Little League Board is responsible for scheduling one or two umpires for all games.   

If the umpire(s) fail to show, each team will provide a substitute umpire; these substitutes should share the 

responsibilities, such as exchanging positions after each inning. A coach for either team may NOT umpire his/her own 

game. An impartial volunteer and/or parent is an appropriate substitute. If an umpire fails to show for tournament play, 

only a board member or impartial volunteer can umpire the game. The tournament game may be subject to reschedule.  

SECTION III: Field Preparation 

1. Pre-Game 

a. The home team is responsible for getting the field ready to play at least 30-minutes prior to the scheduled game time, 

so each team has a minimum of 30 minutes to warm up prior to each game. (CSLL fields are set up prior to game by city 

maintenance workers. If your field is not set up when you arrive, please call your board VP).  



b. *COVID related change: Each team shall provide their own game balls to their pitcher. Only your team will use your 

game balls to pitch. The opposing team will use their games balls to pitch. Each team will be responsible for retrieving 

their own game balls. This is to minimize the amount of players/persons touching the same ball.  

2. Post-Game 

a. The home team is responsible for securing the field after the game by putting the bases away, raking in the holes as 

needed, locking all fences, and dragging the field. (CSLL fields, this will be done for you by city maintenance).  

b. After each game both teams will clean up their own dugout and pick up all trash around the stands on their side of the 

field. Teams can provide their own trash bags just in case.  

SECTION IV: Divisional Rules 

Minors Division 

All official rules of this division shall be the 2022 Little League Baseball/Softball Official Regulations and Playing Rules 

except and/or to include the following: 

The Game 

A maximum of ten (10) players may play defensively at a time. The 10th player will play as a fourth outfielder (in the grass 

and must align with other outfielders).  Out of courtesy, if an opposing team can only field 9, then both teams should only 

play 9 defensively and rotate their other players.  

Teams are allowed to start a game with only 8 players. Any team that cannot field a team with 8 players at the scheduled 

game time forfeits that game. While the game may be forfeited the coaches may and can elect to play the game by loaning 

the other team players. The game is marked as a forfeit and should be treated as a non-regulation scrimmage.   

Offensively, there will be a continuous batting order. Meaning, all players will bat, regardless if they are playing defense at 

that time. 

A game shall consist of 6 innings, but no new inning may start after 1 hour and 30 minutes has elapsed, from the game 

time recorded by the home team scorekeeper at the start of the game. Game times are not drop dead. The current inning 

will be completed in its entirety.  A complete game is a minimum of 3 innings (if time limit has been reached at the end of 

the 3rd inning, game is called due to weather, darkness, and/or the sunset rule applies. See rules for a tie breaker).   

Tie Games: If a game is tied after time has expired or six innings have been played, the teams will continue playing for one 

additional inning. If the additional inning has been completed, the score stands at the end of that additional inning, 

regardless of a tie.  If the additional inning was not completed, the score at the conclusion of the regular play stands, again 

regardless of a tie. 

There is a 5 run maximum per inning rule for each team that is batting. Once 5 runs have crossed home plate the teams 

will switch sides regardless of the outs 

Mercy Rule: There is a ten (10) run mercy rule after three and a half (3 1/2) completed innings. 

For Tournament Play, the umpire will toss a coin to decide home and away team, unless specifically stated in schedule. If 

seeding is used to determine tournament play, the home and away teams will already be decided and listed on the 

seeding schedule. Just because a tournament and/or playoff/championship game is scheduled at your home field, DOES 

NOT automatically make you the home team. Home team is either already assigned that spot due to seeding OR the 

umpire must flip a coin to decide. Home field does not matter in this case.  



Player Pitch/Coach Pitch 

For the 2022 season, including Tournament Play, Minor Division softball will have no walks issued by the umpire, including 

when the batter is hit by a player pitch. This does not preclude the Pitcher from striking out a batter. 

 The Player Pitcher will start each at bat. The Player Pitcher will pitch until: 

a) The Batter puts the ball into play, either for a hit or an out. 
b) The Batter is called out on Strikes. 
c) The Player Pitcher throws Ball Four before either a) or b) occurs. 
 
If the Player Pitcher throws Ball Four before the batter can do either a or b, the Coach Pitcher of the team at bat will take 

over. 

The Coach Pitcher must attempt to pitch from the pitching rubber (Minors is 35’ Feet) or at least close to it. The opposing 

team's pitcher must remain within the pitching circle to either side of the Coach Pitcher. *The Coach Pitcher gets an 

automatic 3 pitches per batter. No matter what count the batter already has. Each pitch received from the Coach Pitcher 

constitutes as a strike. Within those 3 pitches received by the Coach Pitcher, the batter must either: 

a) Put the ball into play, either for a hit or an out. 
b) After 3 pitches, if the batter does not hit the ball, the Batter Strikes out. 
 
The ONLY time a Coach Pitcher can pitch a 4th+ pitch is IF: The player fouls off their third strike (third pitch from the Coach 
Pitcher). The Coach Pitch can continue pitching and the batter may continue their at bat until either (a) or (b) occurs.   
 
There is no limit on foul balls hit off of a third strike either by the Player Pitcher or the Coach Pitcher.  
 
Miscellaneous 

Minors do not play drop third strike. A dropped third strike is an out. 

No stealing is allowed. The runner may lead off once the pitched ball crosses home plate. A First time warning on an early 

lead off will be issued, the second time the Runner will be called out. 

A ball going back to the pitcher from the catcher is considered a dead ball regardless of whether the coach is pitching or a 

player is pitching. There will be no running/stealing allowed on an overthrow from the catcher to the pitcher. 

Mandatory play for every player is three (3) defensive outs and one at bat.  

Free Substitutions are permitted between innings, including Pitcher, at discretion of the coach. 

For the safety of all players, if there is a play on the runner the runner must attempt to slide.  

A play is called dead when the ball is in the possession of a pitcher within the pitching circle.   

Infield fly rule will not be enforced. 

Each runner(s) is only allowed to advance ONE base at the time of an over throw, per play. 

Out of play is defined by extending an imaginary line from the end of the dugout into the outfield parallel to the first and 

third base foul lines.  Runners are allowed to advance only one base at the time of an overthrow (This rule in effect for 

fields that are not fully enclosed by fence). 

Infielders should not stand on the bags when no play is being made, this is to protect the defensive and runners from 

injuries and obstruction calls. 



When there is no play at the plate, catchers either stand behind or in front of home plate to prevent contact and injury 

with the runner going home. When there is a play at the plate, the catcher should be in front of the plate. A tag should be 

made, or attempted, at or in front of home plate, the tag should be applied low and not at the chest, head or face to avoid 

injury on the runner. 

Pitching Limits: 

Minors division will set their pitching rubber at 35 feet. 

No pitch count is taken, however, if a player pitches in one or more innings, one calendar day of rest is mandatory.  One 

pitch in a game is considered one inning. A player may pitch a maximum of 6 innings in 1 calendar day. Consisting of 1 day 

of rest after. (Please read Tournament rules in your Little League rule book for Tournament play). 

“Crow Hop” or when a pitcher’s pivot foot leaves the ground is considered an illegal pitch. (Please see Section V. for 

additional Pitching Rules.)  

Minors division very rarely has "experienced" pitchers. This is where most are starting to learn and should be taught 

proper mechanics. 

Majors Division 

All official rules of this division shall be the 2022 Little League Baseball/Softball Official Regulations and Playing Rules 

except and/or to include the following:  

Teams are allowed to start a game with only 8 players. Any team that cannot field a team with 8 players at the scheduled 

game time forfeits that game. While the game may be forfeited the coaches may/can elect to play the game, unofficially, 

by loaning the other team players. Even if coaches decide to play anyways, the game is to be documented as a forfeit and 

played as a scrimmage. Umpires can and should stay of you choose to play scrimmage style.  

The drop 3rd strike is allowed when the batter runs directly from the batter’s box to first base, within the baseline. Batters 

who walk out of the batter’s box toward their dugout forfeit their opportunity to advance to first base under this rule and 

are called out, regardless of whether they reach their dugout or not. The umpire will make the final rule on the batter’s 

actions, based upon the completion of the play. 

Infield fly rule IS in effect.  

Bunting is allowed. 

Offensively, there will be a continuous batting order. Meaning, all players will bat, regardless if they are playing defense at 

that time. 

A game shall consist of 6 innings, but no inning may start after 1 hour and 30 minutes have elapsed from the game time 

recorded by the home team scorekeeper at the start of the game. There is no drop dead time limit. The current inning will 

be completed in its entirety. A complete game is 4 innings (3 ½ if the home team is ahead) in the event time has been 

called and the current inning is complete, do to weather, darkness stops the game, or the sunset rule applies. 

Tie Games: If a game is tied after time has expired or six innings have been played, the teams will continue playing for one 

additional inning, unless the umpire calls the game due to darkness or weather. If the additional inning has been 

completed, the score stands at the end of that additional inning, regardless of a tie.  If the additional inning was not 

completed, the score at the conclusion of the regular play stands, again regardless of a tie. 

There is a 5 run maximum per inning rule for each team that is batting. Once 5 runs have crossed home plate the teams 

will switch sides regardless of the outs. 



Stealing is allowed. A runner may advance ONLY after the ball is released out of the pitcher’s hand. 

Mandatory play for every player is six (6) defensive outs and one (1) at bat for games with four (4) or more completed 

innings. When less than four (4) innings played, mandatory play is three (3) defensive outs with one (1) at bat. 

If there is a play on the runner, the runner must attempt to slide. 

Out of play is defined by extending an imaginary line from the end of the dugout into the outfield parallel to the first and 

third base foul lines.  Runners are allowed to advance one base at the time of the throw. (This rule in effect for fields that 

are not fully enclosed by fence) 

A play ends when the ball is in the possession of a pitcher within the pitching circle.   

Majors pitching rubber will be set at 40 Feet. 

Pitcher subs – pitcher can be replaced in an inning one time and be placed on the field in a defensive position and brought 

back to pitch again in the same inning. If pulled off the field and placed in the dugout that pitcher can not return that same 

inning. A sat pitcher may return ONE time in a different inning of the same game.  

Infielders should not stand on the bags when no play is being made, this is to protect the defensive and runners from 

injuries and obstruction calls. 

When there is no play at the plate, catchers either stand behind or in front of home plate to prevent contact and injury 

with the runner going home. When there is a play at the plate, the catcher should be in front of the plate. A tag should be 

made, or attempted, at or in front of home plate, the tag should be applied low and not at the chest, head or face to avoid 

injury on the runner. 

If a player pitches in one or more innings, one calendar day of rest is mandatory.  One pitch is one inning. A player may 

pitch a maximum of 9 innings in a game and 18 innings within a calendar week (Sunday – Saturday).  

“Crow Hop” or when a pitcher’s pivot foot leaves the ground is considered an illegal pitch. 

SECTION V – Softball Pitching Rule For both divisions 

1. Tri Lakes, Colorado Springs, and High Plains Little League Softball will teach every pitcher the ASA/USA Pitching Rules 

and perform them in the games to the best of their ability. We will adhere to the ASA pitching rules as defined in Rule 6 of 

the Official Rules of Softball which states: 

Position 

The pitcher is NOT allowed to take the pitching position on the plate if she does not have the ball. The pitcher also is not 

officially in pitching position unless the catcher is in the proper position to receive her pitch, according to the ASA Official 

Rules of Softball: Umpire Edition.  

Prior to starting the pitch, the pitcher must step on the pitching plate with (at least) her pivot foot with hands apart. The 

ball can be in either the pitchers hand or glove.  

The shoulders shall be in line with first and third bases. The pitcher shall take a position with their pivot foot in contact 

with the pitcher’s plate and their non-pivot foot in contact with or behind the pitcher’s plate. 

The pitcher shall bring their hands together for not less than one second and not more than 10 seconds before releasing 

the ball. A backward step may be taken before, simultaneous with or after the hands are brought together. The pivot foot 

must remain in contact with the pitcher’s plate at all times prior to the forward step. 



Once a pitchers hands come together on the mound/pitching plate, this constitutes in the start of their pitch. Once the 

pitch begans, a pitcher must deliver the ball or step off the mound for a time out. If a pitcher starts their pitch then stops 

mid way without releasing the ball, the batter is awarded a ball in their hitting count. The batter may take their base IF this 

results in ball 4.  

Motion 

The pitcher cannot make movements that resemble pitching without delivering the ball. The pitcher also cannot stop 

forward motion after the pitch has started. A pitcher is required to take one step forward toward the batter with the non-

pivot foot. This has to be simultaneous with releasing the ball. 

Windmill 

A pitcher is not allowed to make two arm revolutions on a windmill pitch. The pitcher can, however, drop her arm to the 

rear and side before starting her windmill motion, advises ASA. 

Delivery 

Ball delivery must be underhanded in a windmill fashion. The hand has to be below the pitcher's hip on delivery. 

The wrist cannot be farther from the pitcher's body than her elbow.  

*Any questions about pitching should be consulted with your softball representative and or the official Little League/ASA 

pitching rule book.  


